
Welcome!
We are so glad you are here!

We will get started shortly. 
In the meantime, we invite you to 

intentionally enter this space.

Silence your cell 
phone

Close the door

Close browser 
windows

Check your audio 
and video

Stretch

Take a few deep 
breaths

Emotionally release 
your to-do list

Take a bio break

Infant Health Equity Supplemental Funding Webinar
Wednesday, October 27, 2021 || 2:00pm to 4:00pm ET



Infant Health Equity 
Supplemental 

Funding Webinar

October 27, 2021
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Agenda

Housekeeping Tess Pritchard, NICHQ

Welcome From DHSPS Melodye Watson, DHSPS

“Equity” … in the opportunity to survive the 1st year of life:               
a dream deferred

Dr. Arthur James

Group Discussion All

Environmental Scan Overview Kenn Harris, NICHQ

Breakout Group Exercise: Environmental Scan All

Creating a Shared Vision Nikki Maffei, NICHQ

Next Steps Tess Pritchard, NICHQ



• This session is being recorded.

• All participants are muted upon entry. We ask that you 
remain muted to limit background noise.

• Members are encouraged to participate in the discussion 
by typing your comments or asking questions using the 
chat box.

Meeting Logistics
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• Join the Zoom Meeting by clicking the Zoom Meeting link
& launching the Zoom application 

• An audio conference box will appear

• If you do not see the box, click ‘Join Audio’

• From the audio conference box, select ‘Phone Call’ or 
‘Computer Audio’

• If using the phone:

• Dial one of the given numbers next to “Dial”

• You will be prompted to enter the Meeting ID

• Then you will be prompted to enter the Participant ID

Connecting to the Audio Conference
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Chat here to 
everyone!

3

A sidebar will appear 
where you can chat 
to all participants.

2

Click the Chat button 
at the bottom of the 
Zoom window.

1

How to Chat
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After you have 
successfully joined, you 

will receive a 
confirmation message.

22333

HEALTHYSTART428

You’ve joined Healthy 
Start’s session 
(HEALTHYSTART428).

22333

HEALTHYSTART428

Send all messages to 
the five-digit number 

22333

To join, include in body 
of text the word 

HEALTHYSTART428

You only need to do this 
once

Participating with
via text messaging
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• Capitalization does not matter; spelling and spaces do.

• You only have to text ‘HEALTHYSTART428’ the first time. After that, 
send normal text messages to respond to polls.

• If texting 22333 does not work, visit pollev.com/HEALTHYSTART428 
to respond to the current poll.

• There will be NO charges to your cellphone beyond what your phone 
carrier typically charges for a text message.

Additional Tips for
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Melodye Watson
Division of Healthy Start & 

Perinatal Services

Welcome From 
DHSPS
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Arthur James MD, FACOG

“Equity” … in the 
opportunity to 
survive the 1st

year of life: a 
dream deferred
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Group Discussion
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What conversations have you had 
with your CAN on this topic?
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What is it going to take to advance 
these conversations?
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Kenn Harris
Healthy Start TA & Support Center

Environmental 
Scan Overview









Environmental Scanning is a process that systematically surveys 
and interprets relevant data to identify external opportunities 

and threats that could influence future decisions. 

Environmental Scan 
Overview



Environmental Scan & Approach
 Concept of environmental scan
 Different factors of an environmental scan
 Need for an environmental scan
 Approaches to environmental scan
 Sources of information (systematic, ad-hoc, process-form)
 Analyze methods and techniques
 SWOT Analysis
 SOAR Analysis
 PESTLE Analysis
 Root Cause Analysis



1. Systematic Approach:
Under this approach, 
information for 
environmental scanning is 
collected systematically. 
Information related to 
markets and customers, 
changes in legislation 
and regulations that have 
a direct impact on an 
organization’s activities, 
government policy 
statements pertaining the 
organization’s business 
and industry, etc, could 
be collected continuous 
updating such 
information is necessary 
not only for strategic 
management but also for 
operational activities.

2. Ad hoc Approach:
Using this approach, an 
organization may 
conduct special surveys 
and studies to deal with 
specific environmental 
issues from time to time. 
Such studies may be 
conducted, for instance, 
when organization has to 
undertake special 
projects, evaluate existing 
strategy or devise new 
strategies. Changes and 
unforeseen 
developments may be 
investigated with regard 
to their impact on the 
organization.

3. Processed-form 
Approach:
For adopting this 
approach, the 
organization uses 
information in a 
processed form available 
from different sources 
both inside and outside 
the organization. When 
an organization uses 
information supplied by 
government agencies or 
private institutions, it uses 
secondary sources of 
data and the information 
is available in processed 
form.
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Why “environmental” scan is 
CRITICAL






Wheelen and Hunger (2010) describes environmental scanning 
as “the monitoring, evaluation, and dissemination of 

information from external and internal environments to 
key people within the corporation” 



 Improve the alignment, integration, and effectiveness of systems level 
efforts;

 Identify gaps in existing services and assess resource capacity;
 Identify risk and protective factors;
 Strengthen existing partnerships and identify new and expanded 

opportunities for local- and state-level organization partnerships;
 Build support between program partners and other public and private 

sector partners; and
 Engage key stakeholders, including families and youth, that reflect the 

diversity of populations at the community and, if applicable, the state 
level.

The Needs Assessment and the Environmental Scan 
support the Comprehensive Community Action Plan.

Benefits of Conducting a Needs Assessment and Environmental Scan



 Risk factors are a measurable characteristic that can be associated with a negative 
problematic outcome. Risk factors can occur on multiple levels, including biological, 
psychological, family, community, and cultural levels. We have provided some examples in the 
sidebar.

 Protective factors are resources within the individual, family, or community that are associated 
with a lower likelihood of negative problematic outcomes. They reduce the negative impact of 
a risk factor on a problem outcome. 

• Assets are a useful or valuable quality, person, or thing that can provide an 
advantage or a resource to a population or subpopulation. 

• Public, private and nonprofit organizations like institutions of higher education, 
hospitals and social services agencies, public schools, police and fire departments, 
libraries, and parks and recreation are other notable assets.

• Physical assets can include vacant land, commercial and industrial structures, housing, 
energy and waste resources, community bulletin boards, and community meeting 
spaces. 

Compiling Data on Risk and 
Protective Factors and Assets

Related to protective factors are 
assets

Some assets “intangibles” could include community 
reputation, community pride, and a sense of history



It is also important to align your assessment of risk and protective 
factors with the population identified in the indicator. 

As you do the needs assessment, be sure to review a variety of data 
sources from a variety of systems to ensure that you have a 

comprehensive view of the needs in your community. 

When conducting a needs assessment, determining risk and protective 
factors as well as assets will help you identify gaps in services and systems. 

In addition to reviewing quantitative data, it is important to review qualitative data related 
to the risk and protective factors, and community needs. 

If this data does not exist for your community, you may want to consider hosting a focus group with 
a variety of community stakeholders to obtain their perspective on community needs.



After gathering data for the needs assessment, 
the environmental scan will help your team 
determine the types of resources that are 
currently addressing the needs of your population 
and subpopulation of focus. 

Key Steps in an Environmental Scan

 Document existing resources, 
services and systems

 Describe funding streams 
supporting the existing resources

 Identify existing policies and 
procedures

 Identify technology resources
 Describe systems change and 

integration activities.

As with your needs assessment, your 
environmental scan should identify the existing 
resources within your community that address 

the indicators for the population and 
subpopulations of focus. 



What is a SWOT analysis? SWOT stands for Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats, and so a SWOT 
analysis is a technique for assessing these four aspects of your 
business.

SWOT Analysis is a simple tool that can help you to analyze 
what your company does best right now, and to devise a 
successful strategy for the future. SWOT can also reveal areas 
of the business that are holding you back, or that your 
competitors could exploit if you don't protect yourself.

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTMC_05.htm


The TOWS Matrix is a relatively simple tool for generating 
strategic options. By using it, you can look intelligently at how 
you can best take advantage of the opportunities open to you, 
at the same time that you minimize the impact of weaknesses 
and protect yourself against threats.

For each combination of internal and external environmental 
factors, consider how you can use them to create good 
strategic options:

• Strengths and Opportunities (SO) – How can you use your 
strengths to take advantage of these opportunities?

• Strengths and Threats (ST) – How can you take advantage of 
your strengths to avoid real and potential threats?

• Weaknesses and Opportunities (WO) – How can you use 
your opportunities to overcome the weaknesses you are 
experiencing?

• Weaknesses and Threats (WT) – How can you minimize your 
weaknesses and avoid threats?



SOAR Analysis
is a framework for identifying
Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations and Results 

Unlike some other frameworks, SOAR 
marries up fact finding about the 

organization and position, alongside the 
desires of the stakeholders.



PESTLE Analysis
(Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal, and Environmental)

another useful management tool that helps
• analyze and monitor macro-environmental factors in the 

external environment
• understand the forces of change

• make informed decisions, and
• determine strategic directions that take advantage of the 

opportunities.



 Collaborate - an analysis that involves multiple perspectives will deliver 
a better outcome.

 Use expertise and resources that are already available within the 
organization.

 Use PESTLE analysis together with other techniques, such as SWOT 
analysis, SOAR, competitor analysis, or scenario planning. 

 Incorporate the analysis into an ongoing process for monitoring 
changes in the environment.

 Be careful not to get bogged down collecting vast amounts of 
detailed information without analyzing and understanding your findings 
appropriately

Some useful tips for carrying out 
a PESTLE analysis:



Strategic Analysis

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

Strengths
build, enhance

Weaknesses
resolve, reduce

Opportunities
exploit, expand

Threats
avoid, thwart

Environmental Scan



Environmental Scanning
What can we see today?

Strategic Planning
What will we do today?

Strategic Decision-Making
Where will we go in the future

Strategic Thinking
What might happen in the future?

Taking Action

Making Decisions

Generating Options

Seeking Information



Root Cause Analysis (RCA) is the process of discovering the root causes of problems in 
order to identify appropriate solutions. 

RCA assumes that it is much more effective to systematically prevent and 
solve for underlying issues rather than just treating ad hoc symptoms and 
putting out fires. 

Root cause analysis can be 
performed with a collection of 

principles, techniques, and 
methodologies that can all be 

leveraged to identify the root causes 
of an event or trend. 

Looking beyond superficial cause 
and effect, RCA can show where 
processes or systems failed or 
caused an issue in the first place.



Considerations



Understanding the different 
facets of poverty will help us build 

forward better, with equity.

Considerations

http://hdr.undp.org/sites/default/files/2021_mpi_report_en.pdf
http://hdr.undp.org/sites/default/files/2021_mpi_report_en.pdf


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFQFfrYjtPU&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFQFfrYjtPU&t=3s





Considerations

https://www.seeding-success.org/our-story
https://www.strivetogether.org/our-impact/case-studies/seeding-success/


The Life Course Theory suggests that each life stage influences 
the next, and together the social, economic and physical 

environments in which we live have a profound influence on 
our health and the health of our community.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Health Resources and Services Administration, Maternal and Child Health Bureau. (2010). 
Rethinking MCH: The Life Course Model as an Organizing Framework. Amy Fine and Milton Kotelchuck

Considerations

https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/ourstories/mchb75th/images/rethinkingmch.pdf
http://www.amchp.org/programsandtopics/LifecourseFinal/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/GenV-secondary-life-course-framework_fig2_348577922
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Ecological-and-life-course-conceptual-framework_fig1_308764803


Washington, DC Network of Care for 
Behavioral Health, an online resource 

directory of mental health and 
substance use services and resources.

Considerations

https://washington.dc.networkofcare.org/mh/content.aspx?cid=7979


Considerations



Since its establishment in 1981, the Santa Fe Community Foundation has been devoted to building healthy and vital communities in 
Santa Fe and northern New Mexico region. Over the years, we have been fortunate to experience remarkable growth. Yet, as we 
reflect on our history of fast-paced growth, we are also confronted with the persistent challenges and growing disparities our region 
faces. How do we explain and celebrate the growth of our organization if the community that we serve is falling farther and farther 
behind?

Considerations

https://www.santafecf.org/strategic-framework


… let’s keep the Momentum!

thank 
you!
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Breakout Exercise:
Environmental Scan



Please discuss the following 
questions in your breakout room:

What approaches and strategies are 
you using for your environmental scan?

What data do you hope to gather or 
collect as part of your environmental 

scan?
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Debrief



Nikki Maffei, Healthy Start TA & 
Support Center

Creating a 
Shared Vision

48
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What is a Shared 
Vision?

• Vivid image of a more 
ideal but plausible future

• Mission accomplished

• Created and shared by 
members
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Types of Shared Visions

Healthy Start Project

Community Action Network 

IHE Action Plan

Internal Vision
oProcess focused

External Vision
oOutcomes focused
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Key Questions to Consider

• How do you want to be as a community in the future?
• What is the ideal future for your community?
• Does your vision describe how your community and/or 

agency would look if you accomplished your mission?
• What will success look like for you?
• Does it present an inspiring view of the future?
• Is it brief and easy to communicate?
• Is it shared by members of the community?

A Comprehensive Guide to Community Action Strategic Planning, 
Community Action Partnership
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Visioning Tips

Write it down

Keep it simple

Differentiate from mission/goal

Repeat it frequently
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Group Discussion:

How have you engaged your community? What tools 
or resources have you been using to engage your 

community in this process? 

Please come off mute to respond or put your response in the chat box.
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Tess Pritchard
Healthy Start TA & Support Center

Next Steps
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Satisfaction Survey



TASC Activities Timeline

October                       November                        December                     January                       February                   March

Monthly Webinars & Drop-Ins

Action Plan Reviews with 
Subject Matter Experts

Ongoing TA: 
1:1 TA available with Subject Matter Experts

CoLab Workspace for IHE Awardees

Action Plan Refining Meetings – Planned for early 
2022

Action Plan Showcase –
Planned for Spring 2022
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Healthy Start IHE Supplement CoLab Group

• Connect with your fellow IHE Supplement recipients on 
the Healthy Start IHE Supplement  CoLab Group!

• Consider introducing yourself and the work you are 
doing, sharing a tool or a resource, or asking your peers 
a question.

• All Project Directors have a Colab Account. If you have 
any trouble accessing the platform, please email 
healthystart@nichq.org.

• If Project Directors would like to add any additional 
staff members to the IHE Supplement CoLab Group, 
please email healthystart@nichq.org. 

mailto:healthystart@nichq.org
mailto:healthystart@nichq.org
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Next IHE Supplement Sessions:

Networking Café at Virtual Grantees’ Meeting 
Wednesday, November 3 from 2-3pm ET

Webinar: Action Plan Template
Wednesday, November 17 from 2-4 pm ET
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Thank You!
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